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HASTINGS LAw NEWS
IF THERE IS TO BE A HASTINGS COMMUNITY, THE STUDENTS MUST HAVE A VOICE

Zimmennan
takes reins in
career office
bySllsan ZIl",9S, ZL

Students matter a lot to Career Services.
Th is is the message that Sari
Zimmcnnan would like to send to students. Zimmerman, who was recently
promoted as director oflhe UC-Hastings
Career Services, says she wants students

Happy to be out ordas! and fnjoyi ng the Septembn sunshine, I Ls Chrinine Esperanza (right) and Edina Perngshop for vegelablts al the Wednesday Farnwrs' Market in United Nations Plaza on Sept. 21.

E-sign of the times
Newly legal electronic signatures
might revolutionize contract law.
byArt M_c_",lm, IL

Contract
law
enters
cyberspace on Oct.! when the
"Electronic Signatures in Global
and National Commerce Act"
(E-Sign) takes effect. E-S ign
authorizes that no contract signature can be denied legal effect
or validity ifin electronic form.
Despite numerous temporary
exceptions, the Act facilitates
huge gains from supply-chain
management to commercial and
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corporate transactions, to retief
from online credit card fraud.
Credit card scams have been
with us since the introduction of
credit cards. Amazon.com ships
books after customers fill their
virtual shopping carts. Prior to
Oct. I, the online company did
not possess the ability to allow
shoppers to sign a credit card
receipt. Thus, when customers
denied charging purchases,
Amazon.com would lose twice,
and fraudulent consumer got
books - free of charge.
With E-Sign, this problem
should be cured. Electronic signatures are an "electronic
sound, symbol, or process, attached to or logically associated
with a contract or other record
and executed or adoptcd with
the intent to sign the record,"
according to the Act

see E-sign ............... page 5

to know that her office is eager to help
Hastings students attain their career goals
no matter how diverse those goals are.
Zimmennan is a people person and thai
is what inspired her to leave her job with
a high-profile Washington, D.C. firm to
come to Hastings to work with students.
Zimmerman received her law degree
from Georgetown University and also
studied there as an undergraduate in the

see Zimmennan ................... page 2

Visiting professor's eyes are smiling
by J~II Swtdt,Cofltributing Editor

At first glance, the new visiting professor seems like an ordinary blue-jean wearing San
Franciscan, a professor of the
people. After all, he has a common American name; John
Jackson. He teaches core law
school subjects such as Evidence and Criminal Law. Most
strikingly of all, the guy is from
Queens.
After a few minutes of lis ten ing to the visiting professor's
accent, however, it is easy to
tell that Jackson is in fact from
Queens University, in Belfast,
Northern Ireland. Upon his arrival to San Francisco in July,
Jackson began making the most
of his American experience by
absorbing the culture (with trips
to Disneyland, the San Diego
Zoo and Yosemite) and having
summer fun with his family.
With the start of the fall semester, Jackson's family returned
to Ireland, but Jackson re mained in San Francisco to

teach Hastings students about
American law with a foreign
twist.
After he finished practicing
law, Jackson taught at and then
spent three years serving as the
dean of Queens University.
Jackson is currently spending
the first halfofa year-longsabbatical teaching at Hastings and
the remainder doing research
about recently implemented
changes in the Ireland criminal
prosecution system. Jackson
has taught in the United Kingdom and at the Swiss Comparative Law Institute, but really wanted to teach in the
United States. Hastings made
Jackson 's short list after he was
first acquainted with the school
when he attended an Evidence
conference organized by Prof.
Roger Park in !997. Jac kson
felt that, "the Hastings faculty
was great." In fact, Jackson
enjoyed the Hastings faculty so
much that he is now living in a
cottage in Prof. Beatrice
Mou!ton'syard.

Prof. John Jacklion

After the Peace Agreement in Northern Ireland,
Jackson was appointed to a
criminal justice group that
published a report suggesting
improvements that could be
made to Ireland's criminal
justice system. The report
looked comparatively atother
nations criminal justice systems, including the United
States. 'The appointment of

see Jackson... ..... page 2
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Zimmerman ..... from page 1
school of foreign diplomacy. While at
Georgetown, she landed a summer associate job at Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard,
MacPherson and Hand. Ultimately,
Zimmennan accepted an offer with that
finn to work as an associate. While at
the finn, she worked with lobbyists and
others on Capitol Hill . Zimmennan left
Verner, Liipfert for what she considers
her dream job at Hastings. Zimmennan
says Hastings offered a great opportunity because she is originally from the Bay
Area and Hastings has outstanding law
students. She finds the students practical, down to earth and appreciative, which
makes her job even more rewarding
Zimmennan says career networking
led to her job at Hastings. Through legal
contacts, Zimmennan met Hastings Dea.'1
Mary Kay Kane, who later asked her to
coordinate the UC Hastings Alumni Mentor Program. Joining UC Hastings in 1996
as Alumni Mentor Program Co-coordinator proved to be a great start for her.
Now as the director of the career services office, Z immerman says she is excited about upcoming changes. Her staff
will soon include 5 professionals, 2 support staff and 2 peer counselors. She says

she feels very confident about her staff
and truly believes they function as a team.
Thus far, Fall On-Campus Interviewing (OCI) is going very well and the reopening of the Gold Room is very exciting, she says. Zimmennan says employers really like interviewing in the Gold
Room. Additionally, career Services has
been busy working with Eattomey.com
to make the website more user-friendly
for OCI participants. This has involved
consulting with other law schools as well
the Eattorney webmasters on the project.
In addition to her work on OCI,
Zimmennan is also very busy with many
organizations such as the National Association for Law Placement (NALP) for
which she gave a presentation on how to
land ajob at an overseas law firm. Addi·
tionally, she recently gave a presentation
for interviewers on "How to overcome
interview biases." Zimmerman also
serves as ProgramChairofthe Bay Area
Legal Recruitment Association
(BALRA).
Even with all these organizations and

that nothing beats working directly with
students and watching them achieve their
goals. Accordingly, Zimmennan'svision
for career services in the future is to
market students even more aggressively.
She also wants to let students know that
career services cares about all the students and seeks to help students find the
best jobs for them as individuals. She
wants students to know that there are
diverse opportunities as Fall OCI was
expanded to include more government
agencies and public interest employers.
Zimmennan hopes to see the number of
on-campus interviews continue to grow.
In the Spring, career services also hopes
to offer a small-finn DCI in conglomeration with other local law schools.
Zimmerman is very focused on personally helping each student. As director of
career services, she envisions a balanced
approach between policy setting and remaining student-centered through personal contact with the students. If there
is anything she hopes students learn from
career services, Zimmerman says students should realize they must be proactive and take charge of their direction as

ASUCHparty
rocked Skyroom
The first ASUCH skyroom party of
the year was on September 21st, and a
good time was had by all! The OJ was
spinning some tunes for everyone, and
there was even some dancing! All of
this pales in comparison to the upcoming Barrister's Ball, and you can look
for coverage right here in theLaw News.

Attention Student Groups:
As you know by now, since the
ASUCH budgeting process is
com plete, you need to make a
few ends meet. Infonnation on
how to work with the Law News
and bring exira $$$10 your
student organization is in your
organization's S IC folder. If you
have questions, email
lawnews@uchastings.edu ..
unless you prefer bake sales.

newresponsibilities,Zimmerm;~,",=,":l1.:fre:l'~':::h':..:h:.,,:..:,:::":n.:":::n'::::'i~ty~p:::m:::v':,,:':::",::::":":::fU~1.~~========~
Jackson ......................................... from page 1

judges is different in the United States as arc the prosecution systems, the prosecutors in the U.S. have a greater, almost supervisory role in investigations. In Ireland, the police are the investigators and the prosecutors whereas lawyers have no involvemenrin
investigations."
Jackson has already noticed some differences between American and Irish law schools. The majority of the students al Queens
University are undergraduates, so the student body al Hastings is
mature in comparison. The style of teaching is not Socratic in the
United Kingdom, instead the professors lecture in large groups and
the students have smaller discussion sections. Further, the diversity of ethnic and geographic backgrounds of the Hastings student
body is vastly different from Northern Ireland's solely Irish core of
law students. Jackson hopes that his experience at Hastings will
not only be beneficial for him, but that his "comparative approaches
and different perspective" will provide a unique aspect to his students' law school experience,

Symphony is music to your ears
byJoIoII H('ndricksOll,

Edil(Jr-jll-CIr;~f

You ' ve seen the banners
around town, the pamphlets in the
SIC area, and maybe had the
chance to speak to their representative during the Student Organizations Faire. But have you
been??? It 's two blocks away on the comer of Van Ness and
Hayes, and it 's world class. Seriously, how many other symphonIes
have
played
with
Metallica?!?! If you missed that
show, well, too bad. It was pretty
good! However, the SF Symphony has decided to make it
EASY to expose yourself to the
delights of classical music through

the use of student discounts!
The hall is great, and you won't
find more talented performers,
and you've just landed on the
planet if you haven't heard the
name Michael Tilson Thomas
before, the San Francisco
Symphony's renowned conductor. Bang for the buck iI'S hard
to beat, and you'll be blown
away.

Write for the

Law News
lawncws@Uc hastings.edu
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Grand Prize· $250.00
Best 1 st year entry· $75.00
Best 2nd year entry· $75.00
Best 3rd year entry· Diploma Frame ($139.95)
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A RECURRING SERIES OF FICTION

"I Am The Greatest!"
PART 1: INTO THE RING
by JUst Mai,umli, JL

I read only one book not related to the law during my first semester at Hastings:
a coffee table book about Muhammad Ali. Actually, I didn't even read the whole
thing - just a part of it. I had been up late one night, as usual, studying on my
couch. At one point, I reached for one of the many law books strewn about my
living room and, in my stupor, picked up "Ali. ,. the Greatest." I had already
skimmed through it a dozen or so times in the past, but still decided to just leaf
through the pages quickly, gazing at the pictures, glancing at the captions, anything
to distract me, if only for a moment, from the mind-numbing conundrums of case
law. One small passage at the end of the book caught my attention and I sat back
to read it in its entirety.
The excerpt told the story of a young boxer's encounter with Ali, by this time
long retired and showing all the common signs of Parkinson's disease. The boxer
explained to Ali tb:at before each fight, he would become deathly afraid of enteri ng
the ring. In fac t, the only way he could calm his nerves and get into the ri ng was
by repeating to himself over and over: "I ' m Muhammad Ali ... I am the Greatest
of All Time .. . I'm Muhammad Ali ... I am the Greatest of All Time .. ." The
stately Ali smiled and leaned over to whisper something in the young man '5 ear. "I
needed to say the same thing," he replied.
Now, it might seem somewhat remarkable that I would re member this mildly
amusing story. What may be more remarkable, however, is that r remember the
specific date on which I read that story, September 14, 1998. II's one ofa few
dates from that time of pain and conflict known as the first semester of law school
that still stick out in my mind. October 15, 1998 is another one. That day was the
first time that I was truly "on call" in class. Of course, it's only natural that I
remember Ihat day. Just as a fighter never forgets his first fight, no law student
ever forgets the first time he is on call in class.
But why do I remember September 14, 1998? Because from that day forward, I
would mutter "I am Muhammad Ali .. .I am the Greatest of All Time .. J am
Muhammad Ali .. J am the Greatest of All Time ... " every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday at about 9:25 A.M. as I walked down the hall towards Room F and
Civil Procedure with Professor Marks. This routine continued until October 13,
1998 - the day that Joey Cappasso got called on in Civil Procedure. The day of the
main event.

that you don't is a 1.0." I quickly discounted such remarks as th,e ramblings of
someone who had taken one too many to the head. The fact that most professors
were genuinely nice people did nothing to decrease my fear. I knew all too well
that once 1 stepped into the ring with kindly Professor Dodd, with her wide rimmed
glasses and ingratiating smile, 1 was in for an intellectual pummeling the likes of
which I'd never experienced.
A typical professor-student bout would usually begin with some benign verbal
sparring. A few quick jabs from the professor: "What are the facts of the case?
What is the procedural history?" Most students would answer back with a fow
shots of their own, rattling off the requested information. Occasionally, an unprepared student would try to dance around the questions a bit, faking left, faki ng
right. Most often the professor would hold back. showing some mercy. She might,
for instance, look to others for help or even answer the questions herself.
The outcome, however, was never in doubt and the match a lways ended the
same way. The professor would begin the set-up, using a series of practiced
questions to position the student just where she wanted him . Then, while the poor
student's hands were dropped and his chin was sticking o ut, BAM! He'd get hit
with a "But d idn't you just say a few minutes ago ... ?" or a "Well. how can that be
if what you said before was true ... ?" Before he knew it, the student's entire
argument made absolutely no sense and he was on the ropes looking beaten and
confused as the ringside reporters in the front row typed away at their laptops, all
too happily reporting his demise. Ulti mately, the professor would victoriously
dismiss class. The dazed student would stumble out of class with a stupid grin on
his face as sympathetic classmates tried to offer consolation and support.
Next time: "And In The Red Comer ... "
-------This islh~jinl ofa 7-partjiclion SIOry, looselylKued on Iheollllwr'Jjirsl ~orat Hastings.
Some names, placu and ~W!flIS haW! a slrong r~emblaflce 10 aClIlal slwd~nlS and profusors 01
HasliflgY, bllllh~~ evefllsdid nal OCCIlr- all~asl nOI ~flljNtly. Th~ allihor is CIIrrttnllya 3L.
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Okay, so you can see the analogy I'm trying to draw here. But in fact, there is a
lot about law that is similar to boxing. Indeed, after reading the Ali story, I realized
that law school is nOlhing more than one big intellectual gym, where would-be
Kings of the World go through their mental workouts day in and day out, training
for that moment when they get their shot at the Heavyweight Title of Construction
Contracts, Punitive Damages, or whatever else may be on the table. Competition
is keen and aspirants eye each other up in the hallways, knowing that one day they
very well may face each other in court. And all acknowledge that, once in that
ring, there will be no mercy. So students always put in one more hour with the
books, in tne library, at the bag, whatever - anything to get that extra advan~ge.
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Like nearly all first-semester I Ls, I found most professors to be intimidating
opponents if only because of the numerous challengers they had already dispatched. They knew how to duck, how to jab, how to .. . well, retort. A wellmeaning 2L once tried to comfort me by explaining that "the only thing they have
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The gym-like nature oflaw school is most apparent in class itself. Law school
professors generally subscribe to that cruel and not-so-unusual teaching methodology known as the Socratic Method, where a profound, abstruse point is communicated by essentially pounding it into a student's head through a series of difficult
questions. It usually works like th is: the professor picks a student to be "on call"
for the day. That student is then subjected to a barrage of complicated and often
ridiculous questions regarding an assigned case. Why did the court decide this
way? Why didn't the court buy that argument? Would it be your fault if you tapped
a guy with an eggshell skull on the head and he died? Professors uniformly defend
their approach. "We are teaching you how 10 think like a lawyer," they explain.
Well, maybe. But to me the questions were just overwhelming. At first, 1 thought
that the "on call" experience was analogous to training with a medicine ball. But
this analogy is too limited. Instead, the more appropriate comparison is this: to be
"on call" is to enter the ring with the professor and to train in front ofall your
fellow would-be Kings ofthe World,
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MASQUERADEATBARRISTERS BALL
b)'J,,,S ..~t/,,C."trib,,'i,,gEt/jt"r
J"Io"II,,,t/ricks,,,,,Et/itor-i,,-CIol,!

PHOTOS BY REICHl LEE.
SDlFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Ever feel 11ke your
fnends outsLde of
THE PLACE: THE HOTEL MONACO
Hastings don't thmk that
you know how to have
THE llME: 8:00 P.M . "MIDNIGHT
fun anymore? Is your
THE DATE: FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20
better-half constantly
complammg that law
THE PRICE : $15 IN ADVANCE
school took over your
hfe? IsyourdaLly
planner more hkely tocontam a Fnday night study
and found the perfect venue.
session rather than an evening out on the town? On
The Hotel Monaco features a
October 20, you can defy these antI-social tendencies
sweeping entrance with ticket price
and Lt will only cost you $15.
would be much higher. The ball is
ThLS year's Barrister's Ball should not be confused
limited to 250 people so make sure to
with those facades of partIe that took place In previbuy your tickets early.
ous years. The theme is "Masquerade," but you can
Last year, students complained that
come as a tIred law student in need of respite. The
the ball was not crowded enough or
event organizer, Andrew ingersoll, ASUCH director
that it felt too much like prom. Alof Community Affairs, and Anna Molander, ASUCH
though, the ball is whatever you choose
3L Representative, conducted an exhaustive search
to make of it, the size of the two rooms
that the party will occupy will provide a
crowded and fun atmosphere. This
year the ball will revive its reputation as
the premier social event of the year.
Tickets for the Ball are on sale now.
As Ingersoll says: "This is the one big
event of the year for Hastings students
to dress up and have fun."

Ltft: The

raCld~

or The ttotel l\-1onuo, site

........ from page 1
For supply-chain management, Micron's lack of some
trigger amount of video cards on the computer manufacturing floor might cause an electronic contract to be
created WIth a video card vendor's warehouse across
the street so that new cards arrive within the hour, with
no human intelVention except the truck driver making
the delivery. Using individual delivery-based contracts
with many vendors, Micron can respo~d instantaneously
to market fluctuations in supply or demand.
For commercial real estate, the fax machine is dead.
Why fax tens of pages when you can e-mail them right
from your desk to opposing counsel? Offer, counteroffer, offer, counter-offer; E-Sign makes it simple.
After business entities agree on what constitutes an
e-slgnature, the fun really begins. Let's follow a contract through cyberspace and see what problems may

arise.
Here's a hypothetical situation: Lee agrees with Smith
to execute a contract using e-signatures. Lee proposes
they use public key/private key technology. Smith and
Lee need to be able to retain final copies of the contrac t, there fore they must agree on the fonnat of the
final copy, which means they need the same desktop
applications to read and alter the contract during nego-

tiations. For the purposes of speed, they agree to make
the contract signatures separate from the contract itselfand to only logically associate the contract with the
signatures. In this case, "logically associate" means
that they agree to email the contract by email attachment and to exchange signature keys within the email.
Of course, like good cyber-recordkeepers, they each

see E-sign... ..

...page 6
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plan to save the email and final contract electronically
on disk both onsite and offsite for future reference. Lee
decides to print copies, too,just in case.
Lee and Smith need to agree on gateway and transmission technology to make sure the messages can be
translated and that they are not intercepted in transit.
At Lee's suggestion, they initially attempt to use pointto-point tunneling protocol (pPTP), which shields messages in transit and to transmit the contract email over
regular Internet lines using the IP/PPTP protocols.
Now, if Smith is Smith 'Barney and Lee is a stock
purchaser, Lee 's "Windows 98" computer won't necessarily talk to Smith's Novell (rPXlSPX protocol) operating system at the main e-commerce transaction office. In fact, Lee does not have any idea what PPTP

1--iiiiii~S

• • •'

is, much less how to set up a single transmission using
it; he simply read about it in a magazine and figured
Smith would understand it due to the size of their business.
However, Smith's offices do not have the information
technology in place to setup PPTP gateways, because
it is a Microsoft technology and they are a Novell house,
and so Lee and Smith drop the idea ofPPTP, leaving
the security of their transaction to 128-bit encryption
Lee and Smith agree to allow Lee to encrypt the contract using his private key and to send his public key to
Smith so it can be opened. Therefore, Smith designs in
a gateway to recognize and allow the IP protocol from
Lee's Microsoft Outlook email into Novell's IPXlSPX
protocol and enable Lee's transmission to travel within

Smith'snetwork.
As you can tell, potential problems with E-Sign are
numerous. Fortunately, Congress has used wisdom in
not dictating the technology to be used. Therefore,
market participants will ultimately decide what secure
methodologies suit the purposes of the individual contract. Plus, new technologies will be created by the
non-specificity of the E-Sign law. By ensuring pre-planning, Congress creates maximum capability in the market for cost-effective solutions, according to the individual user's perspective. Also, Congress has decided
that jurisdictions will take a non-{)iscriminatory approach
to e-signatures and authentication methods from other
jurisdictions.
Additionally, Congress has delayed certain transac-

a1\ow evaluation time of the effected
areasyears
and to
• • •i i i i i i i i i -ltionSfromcomingunderthe
law for three
to
allow the markets time to choose the best technologies for different types of transactions.
Within three years, theActca!ls forre-evaluation
of the E-Sign law's effects for possible expansion
into the areas of family law (adoptions, divorces,
etc.), court transactions such as service of process
and court filings generally: wills, codicils, testamentarytrusts, the VCC (other than sections 1-107, I106, Article 2 and 2A), and any document required
for hazardous materials, pesticides or other toxins
Finally, the E-Sign Act will not apply initially to the
cancellation of health or life insurance, utility services, foreclosure, acceleration, or other methods
of acting upon delinquent payments concerning the
sale or rent of an individual's primary residence, or
the recat] or material failure ofproducts.
The initial usage of the E-Sign laws will be, like
all laws, by those who have the capability 10 implement the technology firs\. Therefore, large corporations will benefit before individuals, urban areas
will benefit before rural, and the Northern Hemisphere will benefit before the Southern Hemisphere
Over time, the paperless world may become a reality, butpcrhaps not in this lifetime.

l\.enoir J[ounge
3. The red bridge
6. SF' first name
9. Bay-to-Breakers hill
10. Philo T. Farnsworth invented this at
202 Green St.(near Embarcadero)
II. Only moving national monument
14. One of the "7 engineering wonders
of the world"
18. crookedest street
19. The bay's man-made island
20. American Graffiti restaurant

1974 movie that featured the Bank of
America building
2. a tribute to Lillie and firemen
4. a choice cut o f meat
5. largest island in the bay
7. longest bridge on the bay
8. they check in, but don't check out
12. smallest word to use all vowels
13. the hotel from TV 's "Hotel"
15. Sharper Image originally opened on
this street
16. Barbary
trail.
17. Why the fog won't leave the bay

Last month's winner was Holly Pranger. Winners were
chosen from eligible contributors by random drawing. Holly won the sweatshirt of her
choice from the Hastings Bookstore. Special thanks to the Hastings Bookstore for all
their support this year! This month, a winner will be chosen on October 24th from all
correct and complete Bay Area TriviaiCrossword puzzle entries received by October 23rd.
to include

»
»
»
»
»

»

Hastings Student Discount
Pool Table
Foos-Ball
Darts
Inside the Renoir Hotel
Full Bar &Large Variety of Beers
qS~setut
s_?~

(qlS) K63-3/92
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PtUricill Lilli<, IL

WELCOME TO SUNNY CALIFORN IA!
MIND YOUR USED UNDERWEAR.

Bet you didn 'I know aboUI the following California
"'laws!" Dumblaw,com claims they're mostl y trueeither way, they make for a greallaugh. I'll pick on
another stale next month.

Sa Francisco:
- Prohibits elephants from strolling down Market
Street unless they are on a leash.
-It is illegal to wipe one's <;ar with used underwear.
- Persons classified as '·ugly" may nol walk down
any street.

lAs Angeles:
• It is illegal for a man to beat his wife with a strap
wider than 2 inches without her consent.
- You cannot bathe two babies in the same tub at the
same time.
• You may not hunt moths under a streetlight.
• It is illegal to cry on the witness stand.
• Toads may not be licked.
And best of all, ill the state of Califomia:
• Sunshine is guaranteed to the masses.
(www.dumblaw.com)
HEY KIDS, WHATEVER ROCKS YOUR
WORLD.
North Carolina - Police in Durham, N,C., said that
three 15-year-old boys who were rushed to Duke
Hospital on the evening of July 28 after suffering

gunshot wounds to the ir legs had actually shot one
another voluntarily. Said a police spokesman, "They
wanted that status symbol of telling their friends they
were shot."
(www.orlandoweekly.com)
A FOOL FOR A CLIENT.
Florida - Found guilty of taking bribes, fonner West
Palm, Fla., attorney Philip Butler decided he did a bad
job of defending himself. He appealed, arguing that he
was denied a special hearing to detennine ifhe
knowingly waived his right to counsel. But Butler has
25 years of experience, and the 4th District Court of
Appeal didn't buy it. "A lawyer who represents
himself has a fool for a client," wrote Judge Robert
Scola Jr.
(Miami Daily Business Review)
GOING TO A CONCERT?
DON'T HEAD TO SALEM.
Oregon - About 700 Def Leppard fans got refunds
after a disappointingly quiet concert by the heavy
metal band at the Oregon State Fair. The city of
Salem's noise ordinance forced the band to play at
what many fans thought was an unsatisfactory level.
The ordinance had been passed to meet the concerns
of neighbors.
(www.countv.com)

~:

Registration
8reakla~1

Guest Speakers
9:50 om
Q&A
~: Free to tTYG paidmemberl.
$6.00 I()( r.on-members. but you can apply it tow()(d the $15 membership
Dves. Al l e vent! ()(e free to paid members. and membership is $151()( the
~hOO_

~: To reserve

•
•

Urn ... what was he doing representing a bird in the
first place?
Have a submission for Kooky Law? Send it to
lawnews@uchastings.edu. Be sure to include a
source v.-ith your submission.

on't

Thursday. October 19. 2(X)()
The Sky Room. McAllister Tower

!l.!M:'
9:00 om
9:15 am

GOING ALL OUT FOR YOUR CLIENT,
Japan - Japanese Lawyer Nobuo Kojima needed 10
obtain the power of attorney from a bird in order to
bring an action on its behalf. Nobuo, unwilling to be
discouraged by a seemingly insurmountable legal
hurdle, used his creative legal skills to obtain the bird'
power ofanomey. He traveled to a wildlife refuge,
found a bird's imprint in the sand, and made a mold of
the imprint. He used this mold to put the bird's
"signature" on a document granting Nobuo power or
anomey. He then presented the court with legal
papers granting him power of attorney, which now
included the bird's signature.

.,
.
play

~ : BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: An Introdvction 10 the Kind 01
Deals ond Vall Amount ot Legal WOft. Genemted by the Deportment That
Con Moke ()( Break on Internet Company
~:

---

unusual legal dispute involving sexual favors as
payments for a truck will have their case decided ... on
the national television show People's Court. Karen
Kershaw of Akron and Rick Remrny of Barberton
flew to New York .. ,to tape the show, which is
expected to air Sept. 18, said Gary Rosen, the show's
spokesman.
(www.ohio.com)

BUT WAS THERI:. CONSIDERATION?
Ohio - A local man and woman embroiled in an

INTERNET .. TECHNOLOGY VENTURE GROUP (ITVG) PRESENTS:
TH E fALL 2(X)() SPEAKER PANEL SERIES

8:45 - 9.0 0 om

7

your seol. pfease RSVP in one ot the to!towing ways

send on emoil lo ITllGi"cbaq[iD92 etl!! with your rnl ond Iosl nome
in the Ref Subject line
Drop the I()(m below into In ternet &. Technology Venture Group's SIC
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WHADm THINK?

Scott, lL
"I'd probabl y be in jaiL"

.Jack, l L
"I'd be in culinary schooL"

Abby, l L
"I'd be an exotic runway
mode!! "

Ed, lL
"I'd be in NewVork working
in the publishing industry."

Beyond Hastings: Stuff to do off-campus
Slcp!umnbyKafhfUN lluNt,IL

It's October, and you've fmally settled into the
rhythm of school for the fall. The only question now is
what to do with your copious spare time. (Okay, stop
laughing!) You could wander around San Francisco
for days and never escape the tourist traps OR you
could venture beyond The Foggy City to the comparatively-uncharted territories of the rest of the Bay
Area. Of course, there are tourist traps there too, so
don ' t leave home without your handy-dandy Law
News Guide. Don't know what to do or where to go?
Read on ...

Blackhaw k Auto motive M useum (3700
Blackhawk Plaza Circle, Danville: 925-736-2280):
There are over a hundred antique, custom-built, and
rare vehicles on display here, covering 110 years of
automotive history. What dId a French 3-wheeler look
like in 1897? Go find out. When you're done, you can
browse the shops at Blackhawk and have some lunch
before you cross back to urban neighborhoods.

[ mer yvlUe Public Ma rket (5959 ShellmoundStreet,
Emeryville: 510-652.93(0): This is a great place for those
times you and your friends just can't decIde wha t to do.
Browse through books or listen to music at Borders, go
. to the multi-plex movie theater across the street, or just
Armstro ng Woods Tra il Ri d es (Guerneville: 707- check out the variety of food stalls (includmg Chinese,
579-1520): There's a lot more here than horseback
Mexican, French, lndian, lbai, Russian, and many more)
for lunch.
riding, but it's a good place 10 start. Park outside the
entrance to Annstrong Woods for free, then step into
the forest and take a few deep breaths. When you
Hap py Ho llow Pa r k & Zoo (1300 Senter Road,
ean feel the weight of the city start to slide off your
San Jose: 408-295-8383): If you have little ones, you
know that most zoos aren't built for the toddler set.
shoulders, start walking. If you want to go for a ride,
you'll need a reservation, but you can wander among
Rides are for bigger kids, exhibits are hard to see
the trees for free all day.
from stroller height, and there's hardly any opportunity
for interaction. At Happy Hollow, everything is
Bear C reek Pursuit Pai ntball (Boulder Creek:
designed for kids under 10 years old. From the train
408-946-7676)' Feeling stressed? Consider taking a
that runs outside the zoo to the enonnous range of
animals (domestic as well as exotic) that kids can pet
short drive to the Santa Cruz mountains for "the
and feed, this is a completely child·ccntered experiultimate game of tag in a natural forest surrounding."
ence. Bring plenty of sunscreen, because you'll be
Blow ofT steam and get a little exercise at the same
time; you're practically certain to have a new perhere all day!
spective on things by the time you're done.
T he J ungle (Willows Shopping Center, Concord: 925687-4FUN): For kids 1-12 years old, this indoor
Be rkeley Iceland (2727 Milvia Street, Berkeley:
510-647.1600): When you start to miss real winter,
Habitrail features a multi-level climbing structure, game
head over to Berkeley Iceland for a bit of frost. You
arcade, ball pits, bounce house, and more. There's also
can rent skates there, use your own, or just sip hot
a quiel room (in case yo u have "just a little more" studychocolate and watch the other lunatics try to stay
ing to do while your kids are literally bouncing ofT the
walls) and a cafe downstairs. One word of warning'
upright all the way around the ri nk. If Hastings isn't
don' t be misled by the fac t that there's a Jungle in San
keeping you busy enough, you can even sign up for
skating lessons!
Francisco, un less you're the sort of person who would
rather see a Saturday morning cartoon than go to Disney
World.

Pa rkway S peakeasy T beater (1834 Park Blvd.,
Oakland: 510-81 4-2400): This is the place to watch a
movie! Curl up on a couch and wait for your pizza
and drinks to be delivered to your table while the
movie plays. You just can't beat that kind of service.
Spa ts Restauran t & Saloo n (1974 Shattuck
A venue, Berkeley: 510-841-7225): Sometimes you
just want to find a cozy place to settle in with way too
much alcohol. Designate a driver and get there early
for a spot in one of the overstuffed annchairs. Then,
start with a Borneo Fogcutter and keep going unlll the
fun-house mirrors near the restrooms look like nonnal
reflections to you. For those with a sweet tooth, don't
miss the Banana Split but be careful - there's more
alcohol in there than you think!

Ed and Mike's Excellent Adventure
by J ahn H en d,icllsON, Edifor-in-Chief

Ed and Mike, two adventurous souls residing on
the 17th floorofMcA!listerTower, decided to
embark on an adventure - part fantasy (or maybe
hallucination) and part planning, they dec ided to
create, sponsor, host and subsidize the "Tower
Tipper," whic h was held Friday, Sept. 8.
Although no t a sanctioned event, the Tower
Tipper has groy.Tl since its inception but, alas, is
destined to screech to a halt, as Ed and Mike are
3L 's on their way out. This final hurrah was a
tre mendo us success - corrall ing about 10 percent
of the student population on a Friday night!
Not bad, considering the competition that
abounds from the indigenous San Francisco
nightlife! Ed & Mike, I salute you for your
perseverance and generosity! Party on, dudes!
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Editorial
Student organizations receive annual budgets
make the Hastings community a better
place for us all.
Has it been a month already? It
seems like I just wrote this article!
Well, congratulations to all the newly
elected First Year Representatives!
They are:
Section I :
Joe Valley
James Reifsc.hneider
Section 2:
Phil McCarthy
Cheimi Suzuki
Section 3:
Anzac Jacobs
Alex Villamar
Section 4:
Brad Marsh
Anne Fokstuen
Section 5:
Michael Mendoza
Mihokolto
We have already subjected them to
the worst possible treatment possible:
the annual budget. This year, it went
very smoothly. The Finance Committee
met on the Sept. 20 and set a new
efficiency record. This is largely due to
the mooumeotal amount of preparation on the part of the ASUCH Treasurer and Finance Committee Chair
Kristin Knox. She really made the job
easy. I think there were two contributing factors that aided in this process:
(I) student groups, for the most part,
were actually reasonable about what
they were requesting. For example,
there were fewer student organizations
last year, but the total amount requested
was $96,000. This year there were
more groups, and still the total amount
requested was $ I 0,000 less than last
year. (2) there was more money to go
around due to the increase in the
student activity fee from last year. Last
year, there was approximately $22,000
to be awarded, and this year there was
$48,000. A huge difference! During
last year's elections, ASUCH endorsed
this increase, and I'm glad that the
budgeting process went so well. Now I
put ilto the student groups to make
good use of those extra funds, and

Student Services Task Force:
ASUeH has founded an interim student
services task force. The brains (and
frankly, the bnlwn also) behind this
endeavor is Rob Black, 2L representative. The goal of the task force is to
have someone from ASUCH available
for student input, whether it is a grievance or kudos. The task force can then
collect these individual voices and
present them to the people in the
administration who have the ability to
effect change. It's frustrating,when
you have not received financial aid 5
weeks into the semester, rent is coming
due and yoW' pleas have fallen on deaf
ears. Look for Rob and his team at a
table during Beer on the Beach - and
bring them a beer!
Banister's Ball : Hey! After 2 years,
it's back to being a BIG DEAL again!
Andrew Ingersoll, the ASUCH Director of Community Affairs, has truly
foregone all personal aspects of his life
in order to research, plan and orchestrate this event. See the main story in
the paper for all the sorted details, but it
is definitely worth attending - FINALL ¥! Your friends and family are
invited, and this is an excellent opportu·
nity for your colleagues to meet your
significant other!
Fitness Center: The ASUCH
Internal V ice-President, Jamie Nyc, has
been haranguing the administration
since last spring for new equipment for
the fitness center. According to Jamie,
some more treadmills and another
elliptical machine are on the way! In
addition, she's going to be taking a task
force through the fitness center and
evaluating the safety ofthe equipment.
If you are a person that USES a good
portion of the machinery in there, and
are familiar with how it is supposed to
work, then perhaps you could lend your
expertise to her for an hour or so, to go
through and make sure that we can
keep things in tip-top shape! The
safety and enjoyment of everyone that
uses the fitness center depends on it.
Jamie may be reached at
jmenye@yahoo.com.

EYE ON{···
ASUCH ....
B lood Drive: October lOth. Take a
moment and give a little blood. It's
your last chance until final examinations!
Skyroom: It continues to be open for
general use from noon until 5:00p.m.
The ASUCH party there was very
popular! See the story in this issue! I
would like to say that there are some
ground rules for the skyroom, because
we would like to avoid a "tragedy of the
commons." Bring only "neat" food and
drink up there (day or night), and there
is nu smuking in the skyroom. I hear
complaints all the time about how
people feel like they're being baby sat

in the skyroom with an attendant there,
and how ''we're all Law students and
we're responsible." Then the janitors
find cigarette butts and spilled drinks.
What would you think?
The cultural nights are just around
the comer! Watch the Hastings
Weekly for updates on who's doing
what and when they're doing it! The
cultural nights are an excellent chance
to have way too much fun while
experiencing food, dance and fashion
from a d ifferent heritage.
I was hoping to make this column
shorter this month ... didn't work out
that way, but thanks forreadingl

Retrospective: the 1L Summer
by Dltffielle Lu, Cllfftributi"t: Edilor

As 2Ls return to school and become reacquainted with their classmates, "what did you do this sum·
mer?" is almost invariably the first
question they ask each other. The
responses span a broad range:
traveling in Europe, clerkships for
judges or other unpaid internships, to
paid positions within law finns. First
year law students have many questions regarding sununer employment:
how hard is it to get a job as a first
year law student? How important is
it? Are there any paid positions?
The cycle begins in December,
when first year students are first
allowed to contact prospective
employers regarding swnmer employment. School and ABA regulations
prohibit any contact with prospective
employers before the December 1
date. This comes at a particularly
inconvenient time as I Ls are frantically preparing for their first law

school exams. Still, the "go-getters"
check on line listings for positions
accepting I Ls and send out a flood
of resumes to those finns and any
other finn they've already researched. The majority of the
students, however, completely
ignores this first cycle and opts to
concentrate on preparing for exams.
Many students contemplate
searching for jobs o ....er winter break
but are simply too tired and burnt out
from exams to do any active job
searching. Some prepare their
materials at the beginning of the
second semester and participate in
the small OCl (On-Campus interviewing) process that I Ls can
participate. However, these spots
are limited and only the well.prepared I Ls that already have good
resumes usually obtain a position
from this process. There is also a
substantial OCI for public interest
positions.

see Summer...
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Editorial
A ,musing commute

CYA: the lawyer's credo
byMitchArrm(ln,lL

I don't know whether I'm an idealistic I L, or a visionary of everything that
is wrong with the law as it is practiced.
But who cares about that? What
matters is that lawyers are operating on
a mantra troubling in its unneeded
exclusivity: Cover your ass. This credo
may amount to zealous advocacy and
all that; yet is it really entirely irrelevant
that law students and lawyers concerned with defending clients from
lawsuits care so little about accident
prevention?
In my Torts class we discussed a
series of hypo thetica Is as to who could
sue whom for what. Needless to say,
even those quiet freaky-looking students had ample and creative suggestions. No one ever thought to say
simple things like, "Don't run into the
street blindly, you dumb sadist!" No;
everyone exemplified that Hastings
really does produce good lawyers.
Because everyone proficiently worried
about covering their ass. Especially
distressing was that almost no one
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seemed to notice this trend. Or perhaps they did and just don't care. I
asked the class ifanyone cared that the
lawyer's priority is never deterrence of
pain and suffering, but avoiding paying
for that pain and suffering. Taking that
"gratuitous" step ofremedy via accident prevention does not deter cool
killer corporate lawyers from covering
client asses, does it? Clearly, this was a
dumb question. Stoopid stoopid mee.
Perhaps if this were the San Francisco of the '60's, this plea for including
at least some humanity in the law would
be better received. I'm not even that
worried about the acts of lawyers and
law students: whether we balance
public policy with advocacy. What is
more important is that itall too rarely
even occurs to us to take these considerations. It's not too late: it'll be years
before half of us have serious drug or
alcohol problems due to our profession.
See, you could just avoid these problems. But maybe such a plight
wouldn't be so bad ... there are still lots
of ways to sue Big Tobacco.
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Iflhere is tQ be a Hastings cQmmunity, the students must have a voice
Editor-In-Chief
Design Editor
Contributing Editors
Staff Photographer

n.eU.S.Ccab~ That. matter

F"aringv,;.,plc .. the _bti,1>rmtofinterstatejurisdiction withdue
process would take that long to clarify
der a Federalist system is astounding.
[:However, Americans are an impaI 'ent people, so this is not good news.
Further bred in that trait by the marketing of its importance. we desire more,
we desire better, and we want solutions
y.lmeanbyemail.ifpossible.
please. We need to be sated this instant,
our elients need relief DOW, our moral
6CIlSe cries out for justiCe, before lunch,

ifpo"iblc.
And 50. the study of law draws us in,
week one, two, three...
A harsh fact ofbiatory appears to be

thatthefudividual~canperspec:_
rive, ~ to live in fair egalitarian

meadow. with diverse PQlIOIlS each of
hich has a chieken in eve:y garage -

lohnHendriehon.3L
lasonTarasek2L
Danielle Lee 2L, Jennifer Swede 2L, Josh Kaplan 2L
Reichi Lee,I L

Editorial Policy Statement
money, some are looking toward a
lifelong dream, some have parents who
told them law would be a good idea,
and some have absolutely no idea why
they ever signed up for this voyage.
Regardless, the yoke of history falls
upon our class. Everyone who lived
one bundred and teo years ago is dead.
All those dead people have passed the
baton forward to us. Therefore. let us
stand on their shoulders and build for
the generations to come, so that 400
hundred years hence, the human toll
paid for the securing of liberty is not as

"'"

--Ihe writer is a 1L who
obviously has 100 long of a commute:.
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Editorial
And the Third year ........... They Bore You to Death
The Business School Alternative
fly Jesu Maillardi, 3L

As any IL could tell you by now, the standard icebreaker in most L W &R classes goes something like
this: "Where did you go to undergrad and why do
you want to practice law?" The second question is
actuall y an interesting one that will generally get an
honest response.
What you find if you pose this question to 2Ls and
3Ls, however, is that the answers become much
more frank. A friend of mine, for instance, recently
explained his decision to come to law school this
way: "Too many numbers in business school. I hate
numbers."
Ah yes, nothing like noble aspirations to warm the
heart. Still, we should all admit that, in coming to
Hastings, many of us were merely choosing the best
route in pursuing what one Corporations professor
has identified as a time-tested triumvirate of motivating factors: power, money and sex. (Accord ing to
that same professor, you really only need two of the
three - once you have two, the third naturally
follows. Right now, I'd take anyone of them. But I
digress ... )
OK, so many people come to law school to make
the big bucks and get off on power trips. No big
shocker there. The problem for people like my
friend is that they won't escape numbers by coming
to law school. The fact is that despite the lack of a
Corporate Finance class at Hastings, numbers often
playa large role in the life of both a law student and
a lawyer. Consider the importance of the following

Class rank. Many at Hastings would have you
believe that class rank is not that important. Really?
So does that mean that all the OCI firms who say
they will only interview students within the top 15%
of the class are lying? Does that mean that the fact
that only those at top of the class get the "premiere
jobs" is merely a coincidence?
Come on. Class rank apparently means a lot.
And why not? People in the top 20th percentile are
obviously much, much smarter than people in the
60th. Not only that, they probably are more orga. nized, write better and have more develope"d social
skills as well. I bet they dress better too - important
in a busmess casual workplace.
For the 2Ls and 3Ls, Hastings was kind enough to
tell us exactly (to the number) how we did last year
as compared to our fellow classmates. For example'
You are number 364 of365. Have a nice day. I've
heard, however, that they've done away with this
team-building system so that the I Ls not in the top
15th percentile will now only know their percentile
ranking
Despite what mO,st people think, I'm not so sure

that the change in policy was prompted by student
protests. Instead, it was probably all the complaining
by Career Services that students were rounding down
when estimating their percenti le ranking. That's right
all you 2Ls, you better round up (from 50.5% to 51%,
for example) or else your potential employers will be
called and you will be sent to the comer to wear a
dunce cap.
Still, I believe that we should use our specific
numerical rankings more, not less. For instance, why
not use them as our student numbers? Then all the
attendants at the Civic Center garage could know
where we stand too. Who knows, maybe the top
10% could get a discount. Or we could use the
rankings to determine who gets to choose classes
first. We could start at the top of the class and work
our way down.
Salary. This is, of course, is the Big Kahuna of
important numbers at law. school. Everyone wants to
know to what extent the firm your interviewing with
or working for matched or exceeded the big
Gunnderson raise last year. That raise will have
many of the same people you see falling asleep in
class making more money than God next year. How
much is that? $125,000 a year with a $20,000 guaranteed bonus. Truly amazing. With that much money,
anyone of us might actually be able to pay our student
loans off one day.
But what is it with this whole "guaranteed bonus"
thing anyway? Isn't a bonus supposed to be ... well,
a bonus? You know, something in addition to your
salary given to you because you did something extra
or because the firm was more profitable that expected? If you're going to pay $125,000 a year and
give a guaranteed $20,000 bonus, why not just pay
$145,000 a year?
Maybe there' s some tax reason that, after both
Baby Tax and Corporate Tax, still eludes me. The
more cynical among us (whoever they may be) would

Summer...

probably guess that the "bonus" is reall y the Big
Guys' way of making sure you stick around at least
until the end of the year once you've started working
and figured out what the real deal is. This leads us to
our next category ...
Billable hours. As most of us know, billable hours
are a big deal to lawyers. Earlier this summer, for
instance, the Recorder featured an article about a
partner at one of the firms down in the Valley who
bil1ed 3600 hours last year. That's right, 3600 hours.
First of all , can you say "fraud?" I mean, if this guy
had taken five days out of the year for, God forbid,
vacation time, he still billed an average of 10 hours a
day every single day of the year. And, as many of
the returning 2Ls and 3Ls can tell you, billable time
does not include what it takes you to commute, to talk
about yo.ur weekend with co-workers, to eat, to crap,
or to do any ofthe other things normally associated
with being human.
Even if we were to admit that this guy was exaggerating his hours, the sad fact remains that, on his
way to making a bazillion and a half dollars a year, he
is still spending his entire life working in what is
probably a dull, gray office. What's worse is that the
Recorder glorified this amazing animal on its front
page as a "Billing Machine" instead of including him
in the "Freak of Nature" section on the back page
where he belongs.
But I guess the Recorder knows what its readers
think and want. They want to read about people who
are miserable and figure out ways to be even more
miserable themselves.
So as Hastings, many of its students and the legal
community continue to perpetuate the gradual quantification of everything in life, we all might do well to
remember one more number. llu"ee. According to
another friend of mine, this is the number of months in
private practice it will take some of us to realize we
should have gone to business school.

......... from page 9

Themajorityofstudents will wait until late in the
second semester to start actively pursuing ajob. It
comes as no big surprise that many firms also wait
until the last minute to post positions for summer law
clerks, so there is a last minute frenzy of postings and
applications
All students pursuing employment have to weigh a
considerable number of factors: what type of work do
they want? Are they interested in public interest law?
Can they afford to take a non-paid position? There
are a limited numbcrofstipends or fel10wships for
somc public interest positions, but for the most part, a
student interested in an unpaid position either for a
public interest institution or a clerkship for ajudge will
have to find his or her own means of support. For

some, that means parental or spousal support, for
others it means taking on a second job either part time
all summer or splining the first and second half of
their summer between paid and unpaid positions, for
example, working part time for Lexls or legal temping.
Some students feel that good experience their first
year summer is so critical that they will endure the
hardship of obtaining a second job. Other students
will opt for bettcr paying positions unrelated to the
legal field. There are paying jobs for first year law
students in the legal field, one just has to be diligent
about searching for one, and one has to disregard
other opportunities that don't provide compensation as
"not an option," to obtain some experience to put on
their resumes.
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Early Enrollment Discount
Until November 17th!

BEFORE NOV. 17TH

ABA/LSD Members - $690
Non ABA/LSD Members - $790

AFTER NOV. 17TH
$790 - ABA/LSD Members
$890 - Non ABA/LSD Members

' In cludes PMBR Mult istate Workbooks, Multistate Flas hcards &
all 6 Mul tistate A udio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to Nove mber 17th!
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